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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of Problem

The general purpose of this studJ 1s to determine

whether discrimination is a ftlnction of the emotional content

of the d1sor1m1na.nda (stimuli). More specifically, will a

compari on of the performance of male and female subject on

a discrimination ta k, utilizing pictures of threatening and
non-threat

ning

parent-child relationships,

lend

support

to

or show la.ck of support for certain implications of Freudian

· h�pothe es conee_rn1ng the roles or Oedipu and Electtta
Complexes 1n psychosexual develo:pnent.

:Background or the Study

The genesis of the problem 1� in Freudian conceptuali

zation of the psychosexual development of the child. As
de scribed b,y Hal 1 and L1ndzey, 1 Freud's theory state that

in the earliest tage of personality development, both male
and female love the mother who satisfies their needs.

The

other side of the coin is resentment of the father who is a

rival for the mother's affection.

This situation, love for the mother and feelings of

r1valrJ toward the father, persists in the male child and is
1 o. s. Hall and G. L1ndzey, Theories of Personality.
New York: Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1951, p. 5'!.
1

2

trengthened by the emergence of the Oedipus complex,

u11a111 2 reports that Adler and Fromm view the Oedipus

comp!ex as a result of maternal over-indulgence, and as a

result of a combination of maternal over-protection and
paternal authoritarianism.

egaroless of the cau e of the

Oedipal situation, the male child is faced with a conflict

1n which he and his father are rivals for the affections of

the same voma.n. The concomitant emergence at this point of

castration anxiety helps the boy to reores his 1ncestuou
de

ires, and,in a sense, he resolves the Oedipus confl1ot, 3

The re ult is clear out .feelings o.f affection to�a'!:'d the
mother, .and rather clear out fe ling of .fear, rivalry

or

hostility toward the father.

T e girl. as stated a ove, begins her develop ent loving

the mother and regarding the father as a rival. However .,

the situ tion 1s not reinforced or strengthened by the

emergence of other conflicts a� is the ease �1th the boi.

In the girl's ca e, the development of penis envy (ca trat1on
anxiety}

precedes 4

the emergence of the Electra (Oedipu)

2Patr1ck Mul1ah'y., Oedipus: M
and o lex. New York:
Hermit e P ess, Inc., 948. Pp. !�g .,�7-2, •

3calvin • Hall, A Primer or Freudian Psycholog,, Third
Printing. New York: iJ.lbe ffe-w American !.1brary (A Mentor Book) .,
1957, Pp. 109-110.
4aalvin s. Hall, The Mean.in of Dre , first edition.
ew York: Harper and Brothers, f95'!. Pp. 113-114; Calvin 8.
Hall,� Primer ot Freudian Pa3cbolo&3, op. cit., p. 111;
c. S. Hai! and G.L1ndzeJ, op. o!t., p. 54; Patrick Mull y,
op. cit • ., p. 128.

3
· complex.

The pen1 envi competes vith the earlier situation

and the girl ha a conf ict between her former fee lings or
loving her mother and competing with her father, and the

present situation in �hich she feels she must �oo her f ther

\

to gain e.. pen1

and comoet,e , 1th her mother. Tbe order ot

·occur ence ot the e two conflicts does not force th girl to
repress either her earlier feelings or her lat r re.eling
toward ller parents. Ha 1, 5 and Hall and L1ndzey

6

indicate

that the girl's Oedipus complex 1s modified but does not

disappear•

Mullah:, 7

interprets Freud as sa:ying th :t the

woman remains tran fixed in the Oedipal situation until
late in life

th1

1

hen she abandon

done incompletelJ.

(not resolves) it. Even

Some comments on dream content as explained and outlined

bi Ha11 B will serv to compare, simultaneously ., male and

female develo ment.

It 1

as umed t at �hen p ople dream

theJ dr�;!t ool-y of conflict area •

Men's dream cbaracteF

are primarily male, whereas women dream equ 11� often of
.

5ca.lv1n s. Hall, ! Prime?' of !l'!'eudian f. -yohology, op.
cit., P• 111.
6op. cit., p. 54.
7op. cit., P• 50.
8calvin s. Hall ., Th
PP• 29 .. 30.

eaning �Dreams ., op. c1t.,

both sexes, Ha11 9 sees this as a manifestation for women

4

of equal amount or emotional conflicts regarding both sexes .,

where

men have emotional conflicts predominantly about

re�ationships 1th men. In dreams of sex and aggres
sion ., lO women again contend with both sexes ., but men contend
their

with only one ex.
the mother as

In dreams ot parents ., boy typically ee

friendly and

the father a un.ft'1endly. Women

raver e this division ., but the division 1s le s hattp than

, it 1

for male • 11

Women are more likely to have mixed

feelings about their parents a.nd to have trouble in personal

relation hips ecause the early conceptions or parents are
more vac1llat1ng. 12 Es entially ., girls never olve the

conflict of their relation hip to their pa nts ., �hereas

boy resolve the conflict bJ viewing the mother as friendly
and the father a a rival and unfriendly.
Ra111 3 states that the human triangle, father, mother

and child, 1 the first type of conflict that ooours whioh

breeds anx1ety.

Shaffer and Shoben.14 feel that a.11 ooni'11cts

91b1d.

1010c. cit., P • 62
P

3.
11100. cit • ., p. 113.
12_oc. cit., p. 114.
1 3oa.1v1n s. Rall, The Meaning � Dreams ., op. cit • .,

PP• 110-111.

14L. F. Sheffer and E. J. Sbob n, Jr • ., The Ps chology
of Adju tment, econd edition. Bostons Hou on aittiln
Company, 1956 ., pp. 121-122.

ar

real.

The, also

tate that there seem

5

of de elopment that progre ses from attitude

to be a pattern
( toward the

parent) of hostility to actual conflict to feelings of fear
and anxiety r-egard1ng the recurrence of these phenomena.

Eventually the point is reached where the attitudes of
ho t111ty are suff1c1 nt to arou e the anxiety.

It would be wise at this point to consider Vhat a con

flict is, or what cha.raoterizes a conflict.
that conflict occur

tates

only when several r spon es to a single

situation are incompatible.
1multaneou

M1ller 15

existence

The conceyt of ambivalence 1

of contradictory

or feelings toward a person or

emotional

1tuat1on.

ambivalence then are equivalent in all

a

reaction

Conflict and

s en.ti 1 aspects.

The one, conflict, being the experiment t tenn for the other.
Shaffer and Shoben ., 16 in discussing Masserman' experi
mental inve tigation of eontlict, point out that conflict
arouse strong emotional respon

conflict

and that the respon e to

gener lize widely and is peou11arl-y persistent.

Ho� ver, the arousal of emotion 1 repponse, the generaliza
tion and per

i tence

of the respon e characterized only those

15

es.l E. Miller ., ''Experimental Studie of Conflict ., "
Per onality and the Beh v1or Disorder , J. Mov. Hunt ., editor,
't'oiume I. NevYol'kl fion 1a Pre s cJompan, ., 194.IJ ., P·• 456.

16

op. �it., pp. 112-119.

conflicts which were 1nternaliz d by the organism, (1.e.,

·when the animal -was

forced to

make a choice or decision

6

or

its own). Whenever the conflict was cau ed bJ an external

ob tac le,

the animal simply g ve up. The generalization of

the emotional re pon e to other situations·led to th concluion that thi emotion was anxiety (apprehension or fear)

directed toward the xper1ment l

emotion.

1tuation which aroused the

It is obvious from the report 17 concerning these experi

ments that om.e intriguing vents occurred in the exp riment l

situation . It is relatively certain th t anxiety wa the

cau e. A que tion that ha. been a ked many times recently

bj l rn1ng theorist 1s wh tber or not anxiety 1s a drive.

Farber 18 proposes that a drive can be identified in two ways.

A stimulus 1 said to have the properties of a dr•i'Ve if it
elimination or reduction 1 reinforcing. A stimulus or

situation is also said to have drive statu it it as gener 1

enhancing or energizing
Dynamo genie means

energize

err

cts (dynemogenic aspects of drive.)

imply that the dr1ve 1nten 1fie or

whatever reaction tendencies exist 1n the situation.

1 7sbaff'er and shoben, op. cit • ., pp. 112-119.
181. E. F rber ., biet-y as a Drive State," Cur-rent
Tbeor and Re a.rob 1n Motiv t�on, M. Jone , ed1to'r, Volume II.
!
tlnco�n-;-ffebra
kaa trniver !lEy o!' ebra k Pr s ., 1954, p. 11.

7
Farber 19 l'efers to �everal studies, especially by
T Jlor, to show that anxiety does have th
cbara.cter1stic •
ta ks

have been d monstra.ted 1n

uch as verbal rote-serial lea.ming and verbal pai-red

associate
see

The propertie

dynamogenic

11

learning.

Taylor, as interpreted

bJ

Farber, 20

anx1ety as a drive ·which inct-easea every and any

response in a particular

ituation • .,

Freud is 1ntet",preted as
cut f eling

a31ng that bo:vs develop clear

of conflict (hostility} towaro their fathers

and affection toward their mothers, �herea
ambivalent feelings toward both parent .

girl

will have

Boys then are

expected to show evidence of considerable conflict in situa
tions involving the father and very little conflict 1n
situation 1nvtlv1ng the mother. The amount of conflict
shown by girl

toward both parents will fall somewhere between

the amounts of conflict boys sow towal'd father� and mothers.

The amount of conflict is assu
t1onate amount of anxiet�.

d to give r1 e to a propor

Pr sent drive th or-sand findings

regal"d1ng the status of anxiet-y as a drive lead to a.n
expectation of greater drive level in 1tua.t1on involving

boys and their fathers, am ch lower drive level in 1tuat1ons

involving bo1s and th ir mother.s , and an intermediate drive
level for Sirls. 1n situ tion
On trhe

involving either parent.

sis then of the traditional psychological

1910c. cit.,

• 28.

40 c. cit., P• 34.
l

as umptions

!'ega:roing

Oedipus complexes, and

psichosexual development, the
on

regarding anxiety and tbe

tendenoie , 1t

the basis

influence

or driv

made about discrimination of subjects
t1muli.

role of

recent postulations

of

seem that certain pr

would

8

s on

reaction

diction

on certs.in

can be

types of

The predictions ill be given immediatel1 blow

and a description of the timuli will be given in the chapter

on Methodology in

tem

or

and • on-threatening. 0

"Fath r, 0 "Moth r, n "Threatening"

Predictions

1. There will be evidence or poorer di cr1m1nat1on (a

flatter gradient) for the threatening scenes

than for

non-threatening scenes.

the

2. There will be evidence ot poorer discrimination (a

flatter

tor the

mother

Di cr1rn1na.t1on will be a f'unct1on of the sex

ot the

gradient)

for

the

father

scenes than

scenes.

3.

experimental ubject, the
the content meaning

of

sex

ot the pa.rental figure., and

the picture.

a. Father-threatening picture:

Speaiticall'S' t
Male

subjects

will

show a poorer level ot discr1m1nat1on (flatter gradient) on

this picture compared to themselve on the o�be� pictures
and to the

female

ubject

on all

of tbe pictures.

. ubje!\t · will discriminate better

(have a

on this p1eture than the male eubje�te.

Female

steeper gradient)

9

b. Father non ...tbreatening picture: Mal subjects will

discriminate better (bave a steeper gradient) on this picture

tban on tbe father-threatening picture, but their discrimin

ation will be poorer (a flatter gradient} ttlan for the female

subject .. on tbis p1oture.

Female subjects will discriminate

better (have a teeper gradient) on this picture tban on

the father-threatening picture.

c. Mother-threatening picture 1 Male subjects will

discriminate better (have a steeper gradient} on th1 picture
than for either of the father picture • Male subjects will

also discriminate better than female subject on this picture.

Female subjects will show poorer discrimination (a flatter

gradient) on th1 picture than on the father-non-threatening

picture.

d. Moth r-non-threatening pic J�ure: Male subjects will

di crimina.te best (bave the steepest grad ent) on this picture

compared to themselve on the other pictul"es and compared to

the female subjects on all picture •
discriminate better (have

Female subjects will

steeper gradient) on this pic�ure

than on either of the threatening scenes, but will not

discriminate better (have a steeper gradient) on this picture

than the) w111 on the father-non-threatening scene.

CRAFTER II

METHODOLOGY

Subjects

'l'wenty-.fout' ( 24) ma.le and twenty.tout' ( a-4) female

students ft'om undergraduate psyoholos, classes { pr1mar117

General Psychology) at Western Michigan Un-iversity ., ser-ved
a.s subjects

pate

in

in the experiment.

All volunteered to partic1 ..

a 11 researcb stud-y being conducted for the Master's

thesis requirement."

Apparatus

A semi-darkened room was used a the experimental setting.
The onl:y light -was

that

i'rom

the projector,

the flash of the

picture on the screen, and the hall light filtering through

a. translucent glass door.
The

subject

and

tlie experimenter were

seated on

the

same s1de of a 3 1 by 5' table. The projector and response
apparatus were on

the

table in front of the

experimenter

the subject respectively. A plywood divider 30" square

and

attached to the response apparatus prevented the subject
from observing the experimenter•s movements.

The projection apparatus was the tachistoscope mounted

on the Dual Constant Illumination Tacbistosoope produced bJ
the Lafa1ette

constant

Instrument

CompanJ of Lafe.Jette, Indiana. A

illumination field was not used

in

tb1s

studJ.

The response apparatus consist d of a. dual telegraph ke-y

setup like those used in reaction time studies. Four #6,
10

11

1½-volt Ever-ready dry cells, connected in series, were used

as a. power supply for the two flashlight bulbs. The bulb

1nd1cated to the experimenter the response which the subject

made to the picture projected on the screen.

The batteries

and the flashlight bulbs were positioned on the experimenter's
side of the divider referred to above.

A portable movie screen was placed approximately five

(5) feet from the tach1stoseope.

The images when flashed

upon the screen were approximately one (1) foot high.

The stimuli were four series of 35 mm. Kodachrome

transparencies made by photographing four series of original

line-drawings.

ink on

8½"

The 11ne-dra.v1ngs were done in black india

x 11 11 white bond paper.

Each of the four series consisted of four pictures; an

original or standard picture, and three ( 3) variations of the

original picture.

The variation in ever-y case was a change

in the position of the am of one of the principals in the

picture.

In the threatening scenes the parental figure's

arm "moved."

whereas in the non-threatening pictures the

child' a arm "moved."

In each series, if the position of

the arm straight up in the air 1s taken as a position of
zero degrees (o

0

),

then the original can be described as

the picture in which the ann has descended through a forward

arc of thirty degr-ees (30° ).

'l'be �driations, designated one,

two or three, are respectively descents of the ann through
arcs of sixty degrees (60°), ninety degrees (90°) and one

hundred twenty degrees (120° ).

In b�1et, the highest

12

position of the arm depicted was the standard and the

lowest position depicted was variation tb e.(3). Varia

tions one (1) and two (2) were intermediate to the position

of tbe ann 1n the original and in variation three (3), and
the position of the arm in variation one (1} was always

higher than the position in variation tvo (2).

(See Appendix}.

The designation and description of the four series or

pictures is as follows:

a. Father-threatening:

in which the father figure,

scowling or looking angry, was grasping the front of the

shirt of his son, and the father's right hand was raised as

if to st rike the boJ. Hawever, the father I s right hand was
never shown in actual contact with his son.
b. Father-non-threatening:

in which the father is on

bis hands and knees looking with pleasure over his left
shoulder at 4 son who 1

1

1

pony-back 11 riding.

The boy is

evinging his right arm as if to urge the "horse" on.
c. Mother-threatening:

in which the mother figure,

frowning or looking angry, is pointing with her rigbt hand

and scolding her young daughter.

with her head bowed.

d. Mother-non-threatening:

The daughter is standing

in which a young mother,

smiling in pleasure, is holding her young child 1n her arms.

The baby's right a.rm "moves" from its mother's face down to
the arm of the mother.
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Procedure
The subject was led into the experimental room and asked

to be seated before the response apparatus�

After the experiment rand the subject were seated,

these instructions were read to him.

11 I am interested 1n how quickly persons can react to
different types or pictures. I am goi
to show you a
picture a number or times. When you see the picture ., press
the right-hand key as quickly as you can. However, if tbe
picture changes any, do not press the right-hand key, but
press the left-band key as quickly as you ca.n. Remember,
I am mainly interested in how quickly you can respond.

Now are there any questions?"
If the subject asked questions about the nature of the

change, he or she was told to t-eJpond with the left-hand key
to any change•

Question� by seyeral subjects concerning

left-handedness were answered by saJing that this tact would
not bias their pertonnance. If a subject asked about respond
ing to the very first picture he would see, he or she was

told not to do so.

In any event, this first response was

disregarded.
Pilot studie showed that no generalization
could be obtained without a. "speed set."

adient

To increase the

probability of the subject taking the "set," an electric

fimer was set in full view between the taohistoscope and

response apparatus, and the subject could note this as be
or she entered the room.

The timer was not actually in use,

however.
Before beginning the presentation of pictures, the
subject was asked, "Are -you ready?" Ea.ch presentation was

14

for a period of 1/25 of a second.

There was an average of

ten {10) pr sentations of the standard for each presentation

of a variable, ranging from an inter-variable spacing of

eight (8) through twelve (12) presentations of the stands.rd.

The inter-variable spacing of presentations of the standard
was

in

randomized.

a

Each

variable was

random

pre-selected

of the four series

presented five

Every subject

order.

·(5) times

sav

in each

of pictures a total of fifteen (15)

variables and one-hundred .fifty (150} standard presentations.
The inter-stimulus period of time varied from a traction of
a

second to two (2) seconds.

This

was done as a means of

inhibiting anticipatory and rhythmic response on the part
of the

subject.

At the end of ea.ch series, the subject was told,

may

You

11

re lax for a moment." Before the next series began the

subject

was asked, "Are you ready a.gain ? 11

Every subjec·t .,

pictures.

as was mentioned, saw all four series of

As a means of controlling any practice effect, tihe

four series we1:3 presented to an equal number of'
the four following counter-balanced orders:

subjects

1, 2,

2, 1, 4, 3; �, 3, 2, 1; 3, � .. 1, 2.

3, 4;

in

Onl� the number of errors were recoroed for each subject

for each of

the series of pictures.

errors recorded.

One, any

11

same

to a presentation of' a variable.
left-band

picture.

k:ey

11

There

'Were two types of

or right-hand

ke-y response

Two, an-y "different" or

response to a presentation of the

standa.ro

15
At the end of the presentation of the four series of
pictures, each subject -was asked to tell briefly 11 -who was
in the pictures" and "a little about what was happening."
At the end of the experimental period, every subject
vas asked not to discuss the nature of the pictures with
other students in General Psychology classes, since this
infomation could conceivably influence the results.

The

entire experimental period lasted approximately twent�-five
(25) minutes.

16

CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results
In the

tatistical analJsis of the results, only the

errors made on the variations of the pictures are considered.
All errors on each series are lumped together, di regarding
the counter-balanced orders and the errors per variation
(i.e., no distinction is made between errors on variations
one or two or three).

Table I gives the results of t�e

analysis of variance of these errors.
TABLE I

Analy is of Variance

or Performance On All Conditions

)

Source of' Variation egrees of Freedom Mean Squares F-Ratio

2.78 **
7.84 **
4.25 *

Between Groups:
Sex of Subjeot
Meaning of Pictur
Sex of Picture

7
1
1
1

038.00
033.33
108.00
058.52

Interaction
Sex of Subject
Sex of Picture

1

021.34

1.55

Interaction
Sex of Subject
Meaning of Picture

l

Interaction
Sex of Picture
Meaning of Picture

l

035.02

2.54

Interaction
Meaning of Picture
Sex of' Subject
Sex of' Pictu e

1

006.18

Within Groups
Indicates
Indicates

*
*

2.42

17
The analysis of variance between groups 1

significant

beyond the .01 level of confidence, indicating that there

are significant effects among the experimental variables.

None of the analyses of variance of interactions between
conditions approaches significance.

The interactions betteen

Meaning of Picture, Sex of Picture and Sex

of

Subject and

between Sex of Subject and Meaning of F1cture yield an

F-ratio of less than 1.00, thus e sentially invalidating
predictions 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d, the specific predictions

concerning the discrimination of experim ntal subjects on
the various series of pictures.

However, a graphic pre enta.tion (See Figure l; page 18)

does a.id in judging these predictions and points up certain
trends and tendencies.
Prediction �•

Father-threatening picture z

Male

subjects will show the poorest level of all on this picture

and female subject

will discriminate better on this picture

than will the males.
The graph shows that instead of all levels

or

discrimin

ation being better than that of the male subjects on this

picture, only two levels of d1scr1m1nat1on, those achieved
by the male and female groups on the mother-threatening
picture, a.re better.
·Prediction

•

Father-non-threatening picture:

Me.les

will do better than on the father-threatening picture, but
· perfom poore".' thA.n the females on this picture.

Females

18
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will do better than on the father-threating picture.
The graph shows that the male level of discrimination
on tbis picture was much poorer than on tbe father-threaten
ing series and was poorer than the female level onl3 on
variations two (2) and three

(3). Female subjects did do

better on this picture than on the father-threatening picture.
Prediction�•

Mother-threatening picture:

Male

subjects will discriminate better on this pio. ture than on
either father picture and will surpass female subjects on
this picture.

Female subjects will show a poorer level of

discrimination on this picture than theJ will on the father
non-threatening position.
The graph shows that male subjects do d1sor1minate better
on tbis picture tban on either father picture, but the, do not
surpass the level of d1scr1minat1on achieved bJ female subjects
on tbis picture.
identical.

The two generalization curves are nearly

Female subjects show better results on this

picture than on the father-non-threatening picture.

This is

the oppo ite of the predicted condition.
Prediction

3d. Mother-non-threatening piotul'e s Male

subjects will discriminate best of all on this picture
compared to themselves and female subjects on all pictures.

Female subjects �ill discriminate better on th1� picture

than on eithe� threatening picture, but poorer than on the
father-non-threatening picture.
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The graph shows that the male subjects only discriminate
better on this picture than they do on the father-non
threatening picture, but better than female subjects on all
pictures except the mother-threatening picture.

Female

subjects discriminate more poorly on tbis picture than the
male subjects on all pictures and more poorly than they (the
females) do on the other pictures.
The analysi.s of variance for each of the three main
conditions sbov that the sex of the subject was not a
significant variable.

The meaning of the picture is signifi

cant, and the sex of tbe picture is significant. Ho-wever,
although this substantiates the prediction of difference

between conditions of meaning of picture and sex of picture,
the results for the meaning of the picture are in the opposite
direction of that predicted.

-

Prediction 1. Meaning of picture:

there will be poorer

discrimination on the threatening pictures tban on the non

threatening pictures.

The analysis of variance yields an F-ratio of

for one (1) and one hundred eighty-four

7.84 1 which

(184) degrees of free

dom, is significant peyond the .01 level of confidence.

Discrimination is better rather than poorer on the threatening
pictures than on the non-threatening pictures. (See Figure 2).
Prediction

g_. Sex of Picture: there will be poorer

discrimination for the father pictures than for the motr.er
pictures.
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The analysis of variance yields an F-ratio of 4.25,
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hich, for one (1) and one hundred eighty-four (184) degrees

of f'reedom, is significant beyond the .05 level of confidence.

The re ults are in the direction predicted, tbe level of

discrimination is poorer on the father pictures than on the

mother pictures (See Figure 3, page 22).
In response to the questions,

11

who was in the picture?"

and 11-what was happening? u typically the subjects forgot one

or more of the series of pictures.

Tabulation of these errors,

failure to recall the various pictures, is presented in

T a ble II.

TABLE II

Tabulation of Failure To Recall
The Various Series or Stimuli
Picture

Male Errors

Father-threatening
Father-non-threatenins
Mother-threatening
Mother-non-threatening
T :>ta.ls

11

4

Female Errors

Totals

15

26

3

7

15

�

�

2

22

s¾

1

The .female subjects have a higher total number of errors,
and the highest number of errors on an individual picture,
(fifteen errors on the father-thN?atening and mother
threatening pictures).

Male subjects have more errors on

the father-threatening picture than on the mother-threatening
picture, but fe er errors than the female subject
threatening pictures.

on the
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The chi-square for all conditions (See Figure 4, page

24) 1 31.63, which for seven (7) degrees of freedom, is

significant well beyond the .01 level of confidence. This
indicates that there are factors other than chance operating.
Chi-squares for the sex of the picture and the sex of the
subject are not significant. However, the chi-square of the
meaning of the picture is 24.90, which, for one (1) degree
of freedom is significant well beyond the .01 level of
confidence.

The threatening scenes are forgotten signifi

cantly more often than are the non-threatening pictures.
Discussion
Perhaps the most important result of the entire s�udy
is tte finding that the main variable, sex of the subject,
had no significant effect on the level of discrimination.
The veri basic assumptions regarding the Oedipus Complex
and Freudian assumptions regarding psycho-sexual development
does not seem to be supported, or at least not applicable,
in American culture and society. It may be support for the
contentions of so-called Nee-Freudians, that Freud �as
wrong in his assertions about relationships betveen parents
and crildren. However, it is entirely possible that these
results would not be obtained with a younger

e-group and

are but a reflection of the child's ability to learn not
to be affected in later life b'y the very early influences
in the family circle.

It may be tbat the subjects were not

fully aware of the situations depicted and therefore their
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emotions were not arou sed, yet the results obtained on the
otter main ef':fects vould not seem to warrant this interpre
tation.
The reversal of direction of the fifference on tbe
meaning of the picture 1� surprising at first glance.

In

retrospect, it seems it could possibli have been predicted.
One possible explanation is in the pictures themselves.

The

non-th!'eatening pictures are much more compact than the
threatening pictures.

For example, 1n the projected image

of the trreatening pictures, there were approximately four
(4) inches separating the parental figure from the child.
In the non-threatening picture no space separated the figures;
the bodies of parent and cbild in eacb of the non-threatening
pictures were in direct contact vith one another.
The high level of perfonnance by the male and r male

subject on the motber-ttreatening picture and by the ma.le

subjects on the father-threatening picture {Fi�ure 1) indicates
that here is the chief source of difference 1n the main effect,
meaning of picture.

The main source of the differential

disc,:-iminat1on could be the di.fference in composition of tbe
picture, the space vs. non-spaoe explanation.
Tbe poor level of discrimination on the father pictures
in comparison to the mother pictures was p,:-edicted.

This

result was expected because of Freudia.� bypothecation
regarding parent-child relationships.

The la.ck of any

difference based on sex o.f subject, however, might indicate
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that tbe explanation ot this finding need not warrant
reliance upon Freudian assumptions.

The level of discrim

ination achieved on the mother-threatening picture ma�
suggest that the picture created the greatest anxiety in
tbe subjects and resulted in this bigber performance. An

implication ot this line of reasoning is that American

Society is a. matriarchal one, or at least that relationships
between mother and child are more important tban realation
stips betveen father and child.
The finding tbat threatening pictures were forgotten
more .f'requentl;y tlla.n non-threatening pictures does not, at
first, seem to coincide with tbe poorer d1scriminat1on of
the subjects c,n the non-threatening pictures.

An ans-wer

for this ma� be, that it is a process of remembering the
pleasant trinv.s end forgetting (rep�essing) the unpleasant
events.

If such was indeed the case, then this finding

would indicate that certain conditions (the arousal of
anxiety) may have the opposite effects of facilitating
present performance but inhibiting later recall.

Such an

unusual finding warrants further research.
The results of the present study are in some conflict
with

the results obtained by Dunn21 , �-1ho found that male

sch1zophren1os and normals differed s1gn1f1cantly in tbeiF

1w.

2
L. Dunn, Jr., ''visual Discrimination of Schizo
phrenic Subjects as a Function of Stimulus Mea.ning, 11
Journal 2f. PerRona11t;:, Vol. 23, pp. 48-64, 1954.
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abilitJ to discriminate on scolding scenes, and that both
oups discriminated more poorly on the scolding scenes
tban on the Feeding or Whipping scenes.

Tbe Scolding and

Feeding scenes can be equated vitb the threatening and non
threatening sceneQ in tbe present study.

It is recommended

that a stud� be done involving bott silhouettes (as used b1
Dunn), and line-dra�ing stimuli (as used in tbe present
study).

It also would be interesting for a study to be made

using tr.ese same foul' general themes in tl:e stimuli, but
with more adequate control of the composition of tbe pictures.
It is f11rther recommended that additional studies be done
utilizing other t3pes of threatening, non-threatening, or
affectionate scenes as discrimina.nda.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Summari
This study was an investigation of the problem of
visual discrimination as a function of emotional content
of

i:-he

�ti�t111.

A eecond.ar7i• p:-cblem ·;:a.s the question of

differential discrimination of the sexes.
The literature which pertained to traditional assump
tions regarding dream, the Oedipus Complex and psycho
sexual development was reviewed.

Studies on experimental

neuroses, studies of anxiety and current drive theory were

summarized and the applicable findings of these studies were
indicated.

The fact that boys were assumed to have clear

cut feelings toward each parent, competition with the father
and affection toward the mother, and that girls were more
likely to have ambivalent feelings toward both parents was

indicative of conflict in the child's relationships to the
pa.rent. Experimental investigation has shown that this

conflict generated in a person the equivalent of the

phenomenon, anxiety, produced and observed in experimental
conrlicts.

Recent research has shown that anxiety acts in

an energizing manner that a.:frects perrormance.
On the preceding bases several predictions ·were made.
The main predictions were:
28
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1. There would be poorer discrimination on the threat
ening pictures than on the non-threatening pictures.
2. There would be poorer disor1rn1nation on the father
pictures than on the mother pictures.
Each subject saw all tour series of pictures, which
were designated father-threatening, fa.ther-non-tbreaten1ng,
mother-threatening and mother-non-threatening. Each series
consisted of an original or standard picture and three
variations.

During the experimental period every variation

was presented five (5) times and the standard picture was
shown ten ( 10) times as often.

The pictures were flashed on

a screen for 1/25 of a second at a rate of approximately one
per second.

The subject was asked to press the right-hand key of a
dual telegraph keJ apparatus if the picture was the standard
and the left-hand key if there was any change.

wa

asked to re�pond as quickly as possible.

The subject

Only the

subject's errors, pressing the wrong key at ani time, were
recorded.
An analysis ot variance showed that none of the inter
actions was significant.

An F-rat1o, significant beyond tbe

.05 level of confidence, was found for two main effects,
meaning of picture and sex ot picture.

The results obtained

for tee meaning of picture were in the direction opposite to
that wbicb was predicted.

This was possibly due to the

compactness of the non-threatening stimuli and the space
between figures in the threatening pictures, which might
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facilitate discrimination on tbe latter pictures.

Discrim

ination on the father pictures was poorer than on the mother
pictures and it would seem that this might indicate that
relationships between child and mother a.re more important
than relationships between a child and its father.
Conclusion
Within the limits of this study of visual discrimination,
there is an indication that the sex of experimental subject
does not have a bearing on the level of discrimination.
Meaning or picture, threatening or non-threatening, was a
si

ificant variable.

The poorer discrimination on the

non-threatening picture "-1a.s possibl3 a function of the
composition of the pictures.

Sex of the parent pictured

in the stimuli was also a significant variable.

Several

implications which these results have for traditional
assumptions in psychology were pointed out and recommenda
tions for future studies were made.

Dunn,
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APPENDIX

Prints of' tbe Standard Scene
of Each of the Series of Pictures

Father Threatening

Father Non-Threatening
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Prints of the Standard Scene
of Each of the Series of Pictures

Mother Threatening

Mother No n-Threatening

